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Boosters Forever? CDC “Pivoting” on Language:
“Vaccinated” Becomes “Up to Date”

Phynart Studio/E+/Getty Images

When Florida Governor Ron DeSantis
echoed other conservatives and warned last
November that “vaccinated” Americans
without boosters could be declared
unvaccinated and lose their jobs, the
Independent “fact-checked” the statement
and claimed he was “lying.” “The director of
the CDC says the Biden administration has
no plans to reclassify vaccinated people as
unvaccinated if they don’t get boosters,” the
paper wrote in its subhead.

Yet now it appears that the very same
director of the CDC, the very same woman
who made that promise, is doing just that.

Except, said Rochelle Walensky, “[W]e’re pivoting our language”: “Vaccinated” will be reclassified as
“up to date.”

As commentator Andrea Widburg reported Saturday:

In the distant past — that is, more than two years ago — being vaccinated meant you’d had
an injection that left you forever immune to a disease. This became problematic when the
COVID vaccines did not leave people immune to the disease. Now there are boosters, so the
CDC has announced that you’re not vaccinated unless you’ve also had your booster. Of
course, even with that booster, you’re still not immune, as the troubles in Israel reveal.

It was always obvious that, when the initial shots failed to protect people against COVID, the
leftist establishment would have to redefine COVID vaccinations to justify the continued
pressure on people to take them. The establishment started with the narrative that the
shots, even if they didn’t prevent COVID, meant people would be less sick. And indeed,
you’ll hear that line from every single person who took the shots and still got COVID. They
always say something like, “I would have been much sicker if I hadn’t had the shot.”

But still, there’s that little problem of the supposed vaccine not actually preventing people
from getting the disease at all, which is the historic expectation for vaccinations. Instead,
the pressure was on for people to get the booster. That was the point at which people
opposed to mandates and vaccine passports said, “Just you wait. Pretty soon, you’ll need to
have three shots to be considered vaccinated for purposes of mandates and passports.”
When they said that, they were castigated as liars.

Enter the aforementioned Independent, which, independent of reality and reason, wrote in its “fact”-
check that “Florida Governor Ron DeSantis attacked the Biden administration’s new Covid-19
vaccination regulations by lying about the possibility that Covid-19 boosters will be used to force people
out of their jobs.”

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/desantis-vaccinated-jobs-boosters-citizens-b1951843.html#comments-area
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/01/you_only_thought_you_were_vaccinated.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/desantis-vaccinated-jobs-boosters-citizens-b1951843.html#comments-area
https://thenewamerican.com/author/selwyn-duke/?utm_source=_pdf
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This certainly didn’t age well. “On Friday, Rochelle Walensky announced that there really isn’t such a
thing as ‘fully vaccinated’ (tell that to all the people who didn’t get polio or smallpox after they got that
one shot),” wrote Widburg. In fact, the CDC director said (video below), there’s now just “up to date”
and not so.

Of course, Walensky would no doubt say that she and Biden — who once also claimed he wouldn’t
institute mRNA therapy agent (MTA, a.k.a. “vaccine”) mandates — aren’t going back on their promise at
all. They’re not reclassifying the “vaccinated” (as in people) as “unvaccinated,” no, no; they’re
reclassifying “vaccinated” (as in the term) as “up to date.” This, of course, can lead to the, uh …
secondary effect of causing the “vaccinated” (as in people) to be reclassified as not “up to date.”

Whew! And you thought you could lose your job for being “unvaccinated.” You must’ve been listening to
those liars instead of reading the Independent.

What’s more, the administration might say it really and truly had “no plans to reclassify vaccinated
people as unvaccinated if they don’t get boosters” — when it made that statement. But it has those
plans now.

See how that works? It’s practicing deception without provable prevarication. Deliciously Orwellian
that.

As for the Independent, fact-checks typically involve analysis of past events. How do you “fact-check” a
claim about a claim relating to a possible future policy, something that hasn’t happened yet? If the
paper had been around in early 1939 and someone predicted Hitler would invade Poland later that year,
and Hitler denied having such plans, would the Independent have called the alarm-sounder a liar?

The good news is that the vax-attacks phalanx is starting to crack. For example, COVID “vaccine” co-
creator Professor Andrew Pollard said a couple of weeks ago that we “can’t vaccinate the planet every
four to six months. It’s not sustainable or affordable.” Around the same time, Albert Bourla, the CEO of
Pfizer, admitted “that the two doses of the vaccine [his company produces] offer very limited protection,
if any.” Dr. Clive Dix, who was instrumental in coronavirus MTAs creation and is the former chairman of
Britain’s Vaccines Taskforce, said a week ago that the Omicron variant is “relatively mild” and that
continuing vaccinations are “now a waste of time.”

Then there’s Danish newspaper Ekstra Bladet, which earlier this month printed the mea culpa “We
failed” (tweet below), admitting fault for unquestioningly disseminating the government China virus
narrative.

Despite this, a Rasmussen poll found that a majority of Democrats still want the unjabbed punished
(tweet below).

Among other things, this is a testimonial to how a “lie can travel halfway around the world while the
truth is putting on its shoes,” as the apocryphal saying goes. A movement such as Branch COVIDianism
is like a long, heavy, runaway train that can take two miles to stop: It requires much time and effort to
reverse its momentum.

Our China virus train is fueled by ego, money — and power, too. This is why so many of our leaders,
while perhaps not wanting to die with their booster boots on, are content to let us die with their booster

https://thenewamerican.com/covid-vax-co-creator-we-cant-vaccinate-the-planet-every-four-to-six-months/?utm_source=_pdf
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/01/pfizer_ceo_albert_bourla_makes_startling_admissions_about_the_vaccines.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/waste-of-time-to-keep-vaccinating-people-ex-head-of-uk-vaccine-taskforce_4216302.html
https://ekstrabladet.dk/nyheder/lederen/vi-fejlede/9072013
https://ekstrabladet.dk/nyheder/lederen/vi-fejlede/9072013
https://quoteinvestigator.com/2014/07/13/truth/
https://thenewamerican.com/author/selwyn-duke/?utm_source=_pdf
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boots on.

https://thenewamerican.com/author/selwyn-duke/?utm_source=_pdf
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